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You can use this unit to mount your Hi-Lift Jack into anyanyanyany 2” hitch receiver, but it is 
designed specifically to work with our front mounted hitch receiver (GVW-HITCH-
FRONT). It also puts a heavy-duty shackle eye just where you need it. 
 

Two mounting positions exist, depending on the receiver you use and the 
accessories you use with it. You can install in the fully inserted position for use 
with Hi-Lift Jack only (use included bolt, washers, and nut), or you can use it in 
the extended position with our jack adaptor (GW-JACKADAPT+). The jack 
adaptor takes the place of the nut when mounting the Hi-Lift Jack. Once you have 
determined the proper mounting position: 
 

1. Insert the long bolt through receiver and HITCH-MOUNT from right to left 
(through mount hole WITHOUT the nut) and thread it down so it emerges 
through the other side. Snug it down lightlylightlylightlylightly with a wrench; the bolt head 
will NOT contact the receiver; this is correct—this portion of the bolt acts as 
a hitch pin only. 

 

2. Install a flat washer and the non-nylock nut on the protruding threads on the 
opposite side of hitch, and tighten nut to 75 ft-lbs. This portion of the bolt 
acts to affix the mount to the receiver securely so it does not wobble. 
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3. Install Hi-Lift Jack on the mount using the short bolt, nylock nut and washers. Torque to 75 ft-lbs. If you are 
using our GW-JACKADAPT+, install it on the backside of mount, in place of the nylock nut (the side with the 
welded not goes towards the jack - the orientation of your adaptor may differ from photo below). 
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